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2.959,444 
MLL ROLL LIFTINGAND TURNING RIG 

Arthur R,Callender,Pittsburgh,Pa.,assignor to Coil 
Handing Engineering Company,a corporation of 
Pennsylvania 

Filed Dec.31,1954,Ser. No.479,129 
12 Caims?(CI.294?86) 

The presentinvention relates to a ifting and turning 
rigfor mil rols and more particularly to a rigadapted 
to be operated from a traveling crane cab or pendant 
ioor type of control usualy located at unloading and 
loading platforms,warehouses and warehouse areas and 
ShopSin Which fabricating operations are to beperformed 
upon the Sheet material whichis coiledinto the mill rol. 

ESSentialy the novel device of the present invention 
is designed to lift coil steel from fat cars in their hori 
zontal position and place them verticalystacked onends 
and when required to lift them on end and.place them 
horizontaly on theirunwind equipment. Thus,mynovel 
device is primarily designed to lift coils from 500 to 
75,000 pounds in weight by one operator from a crane 
cab;but itis adapted to use in connection with al types 
of metal mil rols as wel as in connection with mill 
rols of other material such as paper. 

In the handling,storage and use of heavy mill rols, 
one of the most dificult problems has been the moving 
and turning of the mill rols in such manner that they 
are at al times firmly under control,will nottelescope 
and So that the operation will require a minimum of 
Specialized equipment as well as a minimum of manual 
handling operations, 

DeSpite the fact that an overhead travelling crane 
operated by one man is virtually always presentinshops 
handling and fabricating Such coils,many types of special 
equipment have heretofore been used for this turning 
operation. Thus,special grabs have been provided on 
specialized trucks for this purpose;the crane sing is 
used to lift the coil free and then the truck is brought 
up So that its grab may engage the coi. Also,special 
slings have been devised to engage the coils; but these 
must be manipulated delicately to prevent the coilfrom 
sliding free of the sling and must be secured manually 
before the crane could operate. Tong-like grabs have 
also been used(workingeitherinside oroutside the coil) 
but these could not be used to turn the coil since they 
were suspended from the crane by a flexible cable or 
chain,A so-called book-end type of holding device has 
also been used when the coil was deposited horizontally 
between two clamping vertical supports. Special roler 
conveyors have been used together with stationarily posi 
tioned coil turning platforms. 
The problems which arise from the added equipment 

and manpower needed to manipulate the coilis thathere 
tofore the one man operated overhead crane with its 
fiexible cable and hook furnished a means of Support and 
transportation but did not furnish a rigid purchase or 
station from which manipulation of the coil other than 
Iifingand carrying may beperformed. 
My invention contemplates the provision of tong-like 

grab membersforthe coilto be suspended from the hook 
and flexible cable of the crane,the grab ends of said 
tongs beingprovidedwithpressurepads rotatably mounted 
in the tongs and with motor means mounted onthe tongs 
and connected to the pressure pads to rotate the pres 
sure pads, 
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By this means,the crane carrying the tongs at the 

end ofits fiexible cable is brought over the roll,means 
.are provided on the tongs preferably operable from the 
cab of the crane to open the tongs,the pressure pads are 
rotated to a position where they are aligned in planes 
paralel to the longitudinal axis of the coil,the tongs 
are lowered until the center ine ofeach of the pressure 
pads and the longitudinal.axis of the coil are in a single 
plane with the tongs located at about the center of the 
coil length,thetongs are closed to bring the pressurepads 
into firm engagement with the coil; the crane operator 
then draws up the flexible cable to raise and transport 
the coil. 
When the coilis thereby moved to the desired location 

and is to be stacked verticaly(having been picked up 
horizontaly),the pressure pads are then rotated in their 
rotatable bearingsin the tongs through 90° bythe motors 
carried on the tongs and then the tongs are lowered 
.to deposit the coil;the tongs are then opened and drawn 
up and away by the cable. The reverse operation can, 
of course,be performed to move the coil from a vertical 
stack position to a horizontal use position. In each case, 
the operator energizes the motors until the coil gripped 
by the tongs has the proper and desired orientation,not 
necessariy with respect to the tongs,but with respect to 
the floor or other Support on or in connection with 
whichthe coil is to be Supported or used. - 
As a further feature of my invention and to prevent 

spiling or telescoping of loosely wound coils,there may 
be associated with the pressure pads an expanding mem 
ber which will enter the center of the coil and expand 
outwardly when the presSure pads are driven inwardly. 
Since the expanding member is carried by the pressure 
pads,it wil rotate with them and thereby permit orienta 
tion of the coil. 
The object of the present invention,therefore,is the 

provision of tongs or other Support or carrying means 
for a mill roll so arranged that it may operate from a 
flexible supportsuch as afiexible cable carried by a crane 
and further so arranged that the gripping sections of 
the tongs may be rotated with reSpect to the tongs"to 
orient the mill roll with respect to the floor or other 
Support on which the mill rollis to be placed. 
The foregoing object should be taken in connection 

with the problems and solutions thereof previously set 
forth and will be further explained togetherwith other 
objectsin connection with the followingdescription and 
drawings inwhich: - 

Figure 1 is a view in-perspective showing the novel 
gripping device of the present invention engagingamill 
ro] in a horizontal position. 
Figure2is a viewin persrective showing the process 

of turningthe mill roll which has been picked up. 
Figure3 is a view in perspective showingthe mil rol 

turned to full vertical position. 
Figure 3Ashows schematically the movement of the 

grippingmembers ofthe tongs of Figures1-3from grip 
pingto non-gripping position. 
Figure3Bisaside view of the U-shaped frame mem 

ber. - 

Figure 4is a topplan view of the grippingdevice of 
the present invention taken from above Figure 5. 

Figure 5is a side view of the gripping device of the 
present invention corresponding to the view of Figure3 
butshowingadiferent motorarrangement. 
Figure 6is anend view of the grippingdevice ofthe 

present invention taken from line 6?6 of Figure 5. 
Figure 7 is a top plan view of a modified form of 

the gripping device taken from above Figure 8. 
Figure 8 is a vertical sectional view of a modified 

*form ofthegripping device. 
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Figure 9 is an end view of the gripping device of 
Figure 8. 

Figure 10 is a view in perspective lookingin the di 
rection of arrows 10?10 of Figure 11,showing a modi 
fied form of the motor drive unit for the pressure pads. 

Figure 11 is a cross-sectional view taken from line 
11?11 of Figure10. - 

Figure 12 is a cross-sectional enlarged view of one 
ofthe pressurepad motor drives of Figure 8. 

Figure 13 is a schematic view showing a modification 
of my novelgripping device. 

Figure 14is a schematic view Showing another modi 
fication of my novelgrippingdevice. 

Figure 15 is a top view of the gripper of Figure 8 
taken from line15??5 of Figure8. 

Figure 16 is a view in modified form of my novel 
gripping device. 

Figure 17 is a view of another modified form of my 
novelgripping device. 

Figure 18 is a view of a modification of the pressure 
pad of my novel device. 

Figure 19is a view of a modified form of the gripping 
structure of Figure 8. 

Referring first to Figures 1,2 and 3,my novel 
gripping device 20 comprises a main inverted U-shaped 
frame member 21. The frame 21 may comprise two 
parallel frame members 2ia and 21b interconnected 
by pins 22 and 23,or may in appropriate cases be so 
arranged that the Sections 21a and 21b are legs of a 
curved U-shaped channel. 

Pin 22 carried between the frame members 21a and 
21b rotatably Supports the pair of parallel bell crank 
members 25a and 25b forming together one leg ortine 
25 of the tong-like gripping device 20. The upper ends 
of bel crank members 25a and 25b are connected by the 
pin 27. Pin 23 carried between the frame members 
21a and 21b on the other side rotatably supports the 
pair of parallel bel crank members26a and 26b form 
ing together one leg or tine 26 of the gripping device 
20. The upper ends of bell crank members 26a and 
26bareinterconnected bypin28. 
Apair ofparallel links30a and 30b forming the toggle 
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link 30 are rotatably mounted on pin 28. A pair of 
parallel links 31a and 31b forming the toggle link 31 
are rotatably mounted on pin 27. The toggle links 30 
and 31 are interconnected by pin 33 passing through 
the upper ends of links 30a,30b,31a,31b. 
A hook or hook receiving member35issecured to pin 

33 and is arranged to receive the hook(not shown)ex 
tending from the cable of the crane so that the entire 
gripping device 20 may be suspended from the crane 
cable. 
The lower ends of members 25a and 25b extend be 

low pin 22 on frame2f to carry the pressure pad and 
motor assembly 37 on pins or trunnions 381ocated in 
the lower extremities 39a,39b of members25a,255. 
The lower ends of members 26a and 26b extend be 

low pin 23 to carry the pressure pad and motorassem 
bly 40 on pins or trunnions 41 locatedin the lower ex 
tremities 42a,42b of members 26a,26b. The toggle 
inks 30a and 30b carry between them intermediate the 
pins33 and 28 but closer to the pins28 the pin 45 on 
which ajournal 46is mounted which in turnis connect 
ed to the piston rod 47 of the hydraulic cylinder 48. 
The lower end of the hydraulic cylinder 48 is fastened 
in any suitable manneras bythe brackets49to theframe 
member 21 between the frame sections 21a and 215. 

Similarly,the toggle links 31a and31b carry between 
them intermediate the pins 33and 27 but closer to the 
pins_27 the pin 55 on which a journal 56 is mounted 
wihch in turn is connected to the piston rod 57 of the 
hydraulic cylinder 58. The lower end of the hydraulic 
Cyinder 58 is fastenedin any suitable manneras bythe 
brackets 59to the frame member21 betweenthe frame 
Sections 21a and 21b. 
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4 
As fuid is injected into the hydraulic cylinders 48 

and 58,the piston rods 47 and 57are pushed upwardiy 
with respect to the anchoring positions at 49 and 59 of 
each of the cyinders,and the toggle links 30 and 31 
are pushed upwardly and away from the Said anchoring 
positions 49 and 59. This moves the toggle links 30 
and 31 and the bell crank members 25 and 26 from the 
dotted line position of Figure 3A to the solid line posi 
tion of Figure 3A,driving the pressure pads 60 and 61 
carried by the preSSure pad and motor aSSemblies 40 to 
Ward each Cther. 

In other words,each of the bell crank members 25 
and 26 is rotated aboutits respective pin 22 and 23 so 
that as the pins 28 and 27 move upwardly and toward 
each other,the Sections 39 and 42 carrying the pins 38 
and 41 of the bell crank levers 25 and 26 below the 
pins 22 and 23 move toward each other,In this way 
by injectingfiuidinto the cylinders48and58 thegripping 
device may be moved to assume agrippingposition where 
the pressure pads 60 and 6igrip the mill rol170 and by 
injecting fiuid in Such manner as to draw the pistons 47 
and 57 downwardly,the bell crank levers are rotatedin 
an opposite direction to move the pressure pads 60 and 
?* from each other to thereby disengage a mill 
rol, 
Each of the pressure pad and motor assemblies 43, 

40 comprise a housing 64 carrying a shaft 65,the said 
shaft 65 extendingthrough the housing64in appropriate 
bearings therein. The pressure rods 60 and 6f are 
mounted on the inner extension of the shaft 65. 
One method of journaling the shaft 65 in the hous 

ing 64is shown in Figure12where,however,themotor 
arrangement and the motor drive is diferent from that 
Shown in Figures 1,2,and3 and will be described later. 
In the modification shown in Figures 1,2,and 3,a 

crank member 67 is keyed to the shaft 65 and is con 
nected by pin 68 to the link 69whichinturnisconnect 
eq 9 crank pin 72 on the disc 73 driven byshaft 74 
Which through an appropriategearreduction mechanism 
{notshown)is connected to the motorin the subsidiary 
housing75. - 

- Thesubsidiaryhousing75iscarriedbythemainhous 
ing64·_Consequently,it will beseenthatenergization of 
*9tors 75 on each Side willserve through the cranksand 
linksabove mentioned torotateshaft 65andthe preSSure 
pad 60 on one side and 61 on the otherside ina plane 
Paralelto thatin which the pressurepads lie;thatis,the 
PreSSure pads 60 and 61 may thus be rotated from the 
Position of Figure1 through the position of Figure2to 
the position of Figure3 and then backagain, 
By ths means it wil be seen that the crane operator 

moves the gripping device 20 over the mill roll to be 
ifed,assuming that the mill rol170 is horizontal as 
Shownin Figure1. The grippingdevice with the pressure 
pads 60 and 61 and hence the lower ends 39 and 42 of 
the bel crank members as far apart as possible are 
lowered over the mil roll so that the greatest circumfer 
ence of the horizontal mill roll is located between the 
preSSure pads 69 and 61. The motors 75 are simultane 
ously operated on each side so that the pressure pads 60 
and 6f extend in a direction for engagement with a hori 
Zontaly arranged mill rolL 

It will be noted that the pressure padsarecurved cylin 
drically so that they will readily engage the cylindrical 
Surface of a mill roll and hence should be oriented to 
engage Such a Surface. When the pressure pads arc 
properly aligned with the side of the mill roll,the opera 
tion of hydraulic cylinders 49and58 which may be con 
trolled from the cab of the crane will drive the pressure 
pads 60 and 61 toward each other in the manner above 
descrbed until they engage the mil roll securely. 

In orderto enSure that this engagement will be asecure 
frictionalengagement,thepressurepads may be lined with 
appropriatefrictionalmaterial such as the materialcom 
monyusedforbrakeshoes, 
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Once this engagement of the pressure pads with the 

mill rollhas occurred,the crane operatormaythenlift the 
cable and the grippng device to lift the mill roll 70clear 
and transport the same to a desired location. Should it 
be desired during the process of transporting the mill roll 
to turn the mill roll from horizontal to vertical,the opera 
tion of motors 75 reSulting in Simultaneous rotation of 
pressure pads 6@ and 6? w.ll turn the mill roll fromthe 
position of Figure 1 to the position of Figure 2 and to the 
position of Figure 3. This may occur during the actual 
transport of the mill rol or after the mil roll has been 
transported to a desired location but has not as yet been 
deposited. 

After the mill rol has thus been turned from the 
position of Figure 1 to the position of Figure 3 and is 
1owered into place where it rests on a suitable base or 
platform,the pressure pads 60and 61 may be disengaged 
by operating the hydraulic mechanisms 48 and 58 to 
drivethepiston rods 47and57into the cyinders andthus 
move the pressure pads 66 and 61 away from the mill 
rol17@. 
When itis desired to move the mill rolfrom the verti 

cal stacked position to a horizontal position for use of 
the mill rol in connection Wth other apparatus or for 
other purposes,then the gripping members with the 
pressure pads 60 and é? fully Separated are lowered over 
the vertical mil roll of Figure 3 with the pressure pads 
6? and 6? oriented for engagement with the cylindrical 
surface. Pressure pads 6@ and 6 are driven into engage 
mentwth the mill roll. The mill roil is lifted. Rotation 
ofthe mill rollfrom theverticalto the horizontal position 
(from the Figure 3 to the Figure 1 position) may then 
occur by operation of motors 75 and then the mil roll 
may be released from the gripping device 2@ by operat 
ing the hydraulic members 48 and 58 to separate the 
preSSurepadsé0 and61. 
ftwi be obviousthatthe shape of the U-shaped frame 

member 2? must be such that the distancebetween the 
upperportion thereofin the center and the preSSure pads 
on each side will be Suficient to accommodate a Sufi 
cient portion of the length of the mill roll to permit the 
milrolto beturned. 
Also,the pressure pads should have Suficient area So 

thatthey may be driveninto the cyindrical col of steel 
with suficient pressure firmly to hold the coil without 
marring the outer layers of the coil. 

?n addition,it is important that as the presSure pads 
approach the coil they always be maintained parallel to 
eachotherand to the axis of the coil. Forthis purpose, 
as indicated in Figures 1 to 3 and as shown in greater 
detailin Figure 12,the upper Surface of the housing 64 
is provided with thegear segment 89which engages the 
pinion 81carried on shaft 82 between Sections 39a and 
395 of bell crank levers 25a and 25b. Theidentical 
structureis also carried between Sections 42a and42b of 
thebellcrank}evers26a and265. Pinion 81 mesheswith 
gear segments 83 at the lower margins on each Sideof 
the members2?a and 21b of the U-shaped frame mem 
ber 2?? 

Thus,as the bell crank levers25 and 26 oneach Side 
rockaboutthe pivot22 on one side and23 on the other 
side,the movement of the lower sections of the bel 
crank members oneach side will translate the pinions3? 
aboutthe center22 on one Side and the center 23 on the 
other side,causing a rotation of the pinion 81 with 
respect to the relatively stationary gear Segment 83 on 
member21,thereby causing a correSpondingrotation Cf 
gearsegment 86 and hence ofthe entire housing64about 
itspivot38,thereby adjustingthe pressurepad60 onone 
side and the pressurepad 61 on the othersde through 
identical mechanism to maintain the paraliel relationship 
between the pads 6@ and 6 with eachotherand hence 
with the axis of any coil therebetWeen. 
?n Figures 4,5and 6 I have shown substantialyiden 
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and hence the members have been.given identical.refer-? 

*the 
point of attachment of the pistonrod, in the construction? 
and operation of the pressurepadmotors andinanauto 
matic positioning device for positioning the gripping 
members with respectto the mil roll 70. ,-,--- 
Pivot38 forthe motorand pressure pad housing-must 

be below shaft 65which Supports and rotatesthe pressure 
pad 60 on one side or 6í onthe otherside since in this 
wayasupport below the centerline ofthe coilis achieved 
prevenfng possible dropping out of the coil 
The hydraulic cylinders 48 and 58 on each sideare 

connected to the frame member 21 on each side bythe 
pins 49 and 59 on each side The piston rods 47 and 
57 on each side are not connected to the bodyofthe 
1inks 3@ and 31 on each side as in connection with 
Figures 1 to 3 butin the embodiment shown in Figures 
4 to 6are connected tojournals 46a and56a onpins.27 
and 28 between the link 30 and bell crank lever as 
sembly26 on one side and link 31 and bell crank"lever 
assembly25on the otherside. - 
The motor assembly has already been partiallyde 

scribed in connection with Figure 12. The method of 
.connection ofthe motor here shown to the pressure pad 
shaft 65is diferent,however,from that shown in con 
nectionwith Figures 1 to 3. - 
The motor 75a through an appropriate gear box 69a 

drives the worm gear 68a which in turn drives the 
spiralgear 67a on the shaft 65. This achieves apositive 
self-locking drive and produces an extreme speed reduc 
tion to ensure that the pressure pads are rotated at a 
sufficiently slow speed and thereby makes possiblethe 
use of a smaller motor while at the Same time.main 
taining extremely accurate control over the angular po 
sition ofthepressurepads-and the coil. ·, …, 
While in the foregoing I have referred to hydratic 

operating cylinders 48 and,58,it will be obvious that 
any fluid operated device may be utized for the purpose 
of moving and maintaining the gripping pads 60 and 61 
into the desired position So that air driven as wel as oil 
driven mechanisms may be used,and it wil also be 
obvious that other remote control devices such as a ro 
tating screw or toggles which will Separate or draw to-, 
gether the pins28 and 27orthe pins28and49 maybe, 
used. 

In addition,in Figures 4to 6 I have shown"an auto 
matic gauge which may be utilized for controlingthe 
positioning of the gripping device20. One ofthe pres 
sure pads may carry an air cyinder 100 operated by 
?remote control to move the gauge rod 101 which is 
attached to the piston thereof to variouspositions for 
diferent size cylinders. A limitswitch 102 maybe pro 
vided at the-end ofthegauge rod 101 so thatwhenthe 
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1imit switch.engages the upper surface of the coil 70,a 
signal wil be provided or an actual turning of ofthe 
current may occur,which current is used to energize the 
operation of lowering the gripping device onto the coil. 
Thus,the gauge rod 101 and the air cylinder 100 

carried by the pressure pad 60 may be utilized to stop 
the lowering of the gripping device 20 so that the pres 
sure pads will engage the coil at the correct position for, 
appropriate balance of the coil,The control for operat 
ing the air cylinder 100 may be in the crane cab. 

65 

70 

An additional air cylinder 103 operated from any 
appropriate source including the crane cab is utized 
to operate a piston rod 104 into engagement with the 
gauge rod 101 to lock the gauge rod 101 in position.? 
By this means,therefore,a simp'ified gripping device 

may be provided which does not require the assistance 
of a man on the ground to guide the gripping device 
The crane operator can readily determine the horizontal 
orientation of the gripping device with respect to the 
coil. It is more dificult for him because of his position 

". ? ° - - - ,- - ," - " above the coi to determine the vertical orientation. 

tical structure as in connection With Figures1,2'and3 75 Consequenty,he may move thegripping device overthe 
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coil but may possibly require assistance or long practice 
before he can be Sure that the gripping device has reached 
the correct point verticaly on a verticaly stacked coil 
to enSure a balanced engagement. 
By the utilization of the automatic gauge as above 

pointed out,thls vertical orientation is achieved for him 
automaticaly thereby making the operation of engaging 
a vertically Stacked coil a one-manjob. 
Where the coil is arranged horizontaly,then the cur 

vature of the coil in a vertical plane provides the neces 
sary vertical orientation for the operator of the crane 
cab,while the engagement at the center of the coil by 
the pressure pads located in the position of Figure 1 
can be visually observed readily from the cab above 
the coil owing to the fact that the problem is one only 
of horizontal orientation. 

In Figures 7,8 and 9 I have shown a modification 
of my invention which utilizes all of the elements of 
Figures 4,5 and 6 and consequently all of these ele 
ments have been given the same reference numbers as 
the identical elements in Figures 4,5 and 6. 
However,in the device of Figures 7,8 and 9 I have 

also shown a member carried by the pressure pads 
which may be utilized to enter the interior of a coil 70 
and expand outwardly on the inside ofthe coil So that the 
coil is not merely gripped by two pressure pads on the 
outside but is also gripped by two outwardy expanded 
pressure pads on the inside,thereby preventing telescop 
ing ofthe coil. 

It will be obvious thatthe mechanism forthusentering 
the interior of the coil must be rotatable with the pres 
sure pads and hence this interior gripping mechanism 
120is carried by the pressure pads. Each of the pres 
sure pads carries a Support member 121 and 122 Secured 
to the pressure pad on its side,The support member 
122 carries a cross bar 123 having pins 124,125 slid 
able in the slot 126 of the support 127 carried by the 
Support member 122. The cross,bars 123 and 127 
which are integrated by the pins 124 and 125 and the 
slot 126 thus form a continuous cross bar above the pres 
surepads 60and 61. 
Consequenty,as the pressure pads 60 and 61 move 

toward each other,the cross bars 123 and 127 maytele 
scope together or slide apart. Apair of Such combined 
cross bars 123?127 is Secured on each Side of the pres 
sure pads 60 and 61 by supports 121,122 on each Side 
of the pressure pad. A sleeve 130 is carried byeach set 
of cross bars on each side slidable therealong The 
sleeves 130 on each side carry the fuid operating 
chamber132 Secured to the underside of the sleeve 130 
by the transverse clamping plate 133 and bolt 134 and 
nut135. 
The fuid operating chamber 132 which may be hy 

drauic or air or even may use a Solenoid plunger in 
stead of either of the foregoing is arranged to move its 
piston rod 138 in or out. Auxiliary internal pressure 
pads161 and,162are provided. The upperend of these 
pressure pads are connected by inks 135,136 to pin 
137 attached to holow piston rod 138. The Iower 
links 141,142,143 and 144 are connected to auxiliary 
internal pressure pads 161 and 162 and Stationary rod 
134 which extends through hollow piston rod 138,fuid 
operating chamber 132,s'eeve 130 and held by trans 
verseclampingplate133and nut135. 
When the piston f34is drawn upwardly,the links 135 

and 136 ensure that the presSure pads cannot follow the 
piston 134 upwardly despite their connection by means 
of the links 141 to 144 unless they move radially out 
ward asguided by the links 135 and f36 and,therefore, 
move into a tight pressure engagement on the interior 
ofthe coil. 

Referringto Figure 15it will be seen that the internal 
gripperis held central by inks 152 and 153 and arm 151. 
Arm151 is locatedin the center of sleeve130and free 
to move radially on stationary rod 134. Link ?52 is 
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connected to arm 151 bypin 156 and to cross bar123 by 
pin154. Link153is connected to arm i51 by pin 156a 
and to cross bar153 by pin 155. 
From the above it will be Seen that the crane operator 

maylower thegripping device of Figures 7,8 and 9 down 
to a vertical coil with the internal gripping device enter 
ing the core of the coil,and he may readily remove the 
device from a horizontal coil by moving the device side 
ways after preSSure has been released. 

Similarly,a competent crane operator will be able 
to move the gripping device into a horizontal coil,par 
ticularly Since he is able to turn by the use of the motors 
75a not only the pads but the internal gripping member 
which is attached to the pads so that they may be posi 
tioned to enterthe coil, 
In Figures 10 and 11 I have shown a modified form 

of motor operation for my novel pressure pad and grip 
ping device assembly. Essentially,all of the elements 
are identical to those previously described in connection 
particularly with Figures 1,2,3 and 12;thatis,the gears 
80,8? and 83 and the shaft 65 and the pressure pad 60, 
the housing 64 all operate in the Same way. 
The motor housings 175a on each side of the gripping 

device are provided with appropriate gear reduction to 
drive a shaft 175 at a desired siow speed,Shaft 174 
drives a crank disc173. The shaft 65 with pressure pad 
60 carries the crank disc 167. A drive link i69 is ro 
tatably mounted on the pivot 168 carried by the housing. 
Drive ink169 has a slot 169a which engages crank pin 
173a on the crank disc 173. Drive link 169 also has a 
Slot 169b which engages the crank pin 167a on the crank 
disc 167, 
As the motor in the housing ?75a is operated to 

rotate the crank disc 173 and the crank pin173a,it pro 
duces an oScillation of the link 169 about the center 168, 
thatis,in a ful1360°rotation of crankpin173,each end 
of the drive link 169 will move firstin one direction and 
then in the other direction. Hence,the operation of the 
motor through the gear reduction mechanism will cause 
theshaft 65to rotateslowly. 
The length of the Slot i69b is chosen so that the limit 

of rotation of the pressure pad 66 is sightly more than 
90°. The further operation of the motor in one direc 
tion would simply cause the pin 167a to stop at the lower 
end ofslot169b so that,therefore,the pressure pads may 
be rotated from one limiting horizontal position to a 
vertical position,and limit switches may be arranged at 
the ends of the slot or at any other appropriate position 
of the mechanism to halt rotation. The reason that 
more than 90° rotation is permitted is that,in the event 
a coil picked up of center is to be laid horizontal,the 
tilt of the gripper on the cable must be taken into ac 
count to efect a turn of the coil to horizontal, 

Various other means for obtaining the appropriate 
movement ofthe pressurepads toward each other may be 
utilized,all within the principles suggested. 

Thus,in Figure13instead ofthe U-shaped frame mem 
ber,a horizontal frame member 22i may be used,the 
other elements corresponding exactly(although difering 
Slightlyin Shape)to the elements of Figures 1,2,and 3. 

In this case,the fluid operated means for moving the 
pads toward and away from each other comprise the 
cylinder 248 Secured at 249 to the beam 221 with the 
end of the piston 247journalled atpin33. 

Likewise,in Figure 14 I have shown a modification of 
the structure of Figures 1,5 and13 where the same ele 
ments may be used except thatin place of the toggle links 
30 and 31 of Figure 13,a horizontal beam 32i may be 
used parallel to the horizontal beam 221 carryingpivot 
aly connected thereto by means ofpins350 and351the 
links 330 and 331 which in turn are connected bypins 
328 and 327to the bell crank levers25 and26. 
Both ofthe devices shownin Figures13and14require 

slightly diferent mountings for the motor and pressure 
pad carriages 64;although it may be possible that no 
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paralelto the plane ofeach pressure pad;each housing 
supporting a rotatable shaftextendingin a plane normal 
to the first mentioned axis; each pressure pad being 
mounted on a shaft; means to rotate Said housings to 
maintain said shafts at the end of each arm co-axial aS 
the arms move toward and away from each other,and a 
motor on one of said housings connected to the shaft 
thereof to rotate the pressure pad of Said housing, 

6,Agripping,raising and turning device comprising 
a pair of opposed arms;a frame;each of Said oppoSed 
arms being pivotaly mounted on Said frame;a preSSure 
pad at one end of each of Said arms; operating means 
between the frame and each of Said arms to move Said 
pressure pad end of each of the arms toward and aWay 
from each other;means including a housing mounted at 
the end ofeacharm;each housing Supporting a rotatable 
shaft;each pressure pad being mounted on a Shaft,and 
a motor on one of Said housings connected to the Shaft 
thereof to rotate the pressure pad of Said housing,and 
a connection between the motor operated preSSure pad 
and the opposite pressure pad to cause the opposite preS 
sure pad to rotate simultaneously with the motor oper 
ated preSSure pad. 

7. Agripping,raising and turning device for a mil 
roll having a holow core comprising a pair of oppoSed 
arms;a frame;each of Said opposedarms beingpivotaly 
mounted on said frame;a preSSure pad at one end of 
each of said arms; operating means betWeen the frame 
andeach of saidarms to move Said preSSure pad end of 
each of the arms toward and awayfrom each other;Said 
pressure pads being simultaneously rotatable about an 
axis normal to the principal plane of each preSSure pad, 
andacentergripping memberfor Said mil rol including 
a support between the preSSure pads and arranged to 
clear the mill roll end;said support carrying an eXpand 
able member insertable in Said holow core;and meanS 
for expandingsaid expandable member to press against 
the wall of the hollow core. 

8. Agripping,raising and turning device for a mill 
rol having a holow core comprising a pair of oppoSed 
arms;a frame;each of said opposed arms being pivotally 
mounted onsaidframe;apressurepad atone end ofeach 
of said arms; operating means between the frame and 
each ofsaid arms to move said preSSure pad end of each 
ofthearms toward and away from each other;Said pres 
sure pads being simultaneously rotatable about an axis 
normal to the principal plane of each preSSure pad,and 
a center gripping member for Said mill roll including 
asupportbetweenthe pressurepads and arranged to clear 
the mill roll end;said Support carrying an eXpandable 
member insertable in Said hollow core; and means for 
expanding said expandable member to press against the 
wall of the hollow core;said Support being adjustable to 
maintain the expandable member in a centered position 
between said pressure pads as Said pressure pads move 
toward and away from each other. 

9. Agripping,raising and turning device for a mill 
roll,said device having a pair of opposed arms;a con 
necting and supporting frame for Said arms; Said arms 
being pivotally mounted with reSpect to said connecting 
and supporting member for movement of one end of 
each arm toward and away from the other;a pair of 
toggle links connected between the ends of the arms 
opposite the pressure pads;and means mounted between 
said connecting and Supporting frame and Said toggle 
links for moving Said arms toward and away from one 
another; and means carried by the center pin of the 
toggle links for supporting the entire device from a single 
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overhead vertical cable;said gripping,raising and turn 
ing operations being operable while said device is sus 
pended from said overhead vertical cable. 

10. Agripping,raising and turning device for a mil 
rol,Said device having a pair of opposed arms;a con 
necting and supporting frame for Said arms;Said arms 
being pivotally mounted with respect to Said connecting 
and Supporting member for movement of one end of 
each arm toward and away from the other; means 
mounted between Said connecting and Supporting frame 
and Said arms for moving Said arms toward and away 
from each other,and a gauge member extending from 
one of Said preSSure pads in the plane thereof;Saidgauge 
member havinga Stop Settable to engage the end of the 
mill roll when the pressure pads are located with respect 
to a predetermined portion of the mill roll. 

11,Agripping,raising and turning device comprising 
a pair of opposed arms;a frame;each of said opposed 
arms being pivotally mounted on Said frame;a pressure 
pad at one end of each of Said arms;operating means be 
tween the frame andeach of Said arms to move Said pres 
Sure pad end of each of the arms toward and away from 
each other;means including a housingpivotally mounted 
at the end of each arm forrotation on an axis parallel to 
the plane of each preSSure pad;each housing Supporting 
a rotatable shaft extendingin a plane normal to the first 
mentioned axis;each preSSure pad being mounted on a 
shaft; Said housings rotating to maintain Said shafts at 
the end of each arm co-axial as the arms move toward 
and away from each other,and means for adjusting the 
initial spacing between Said pressure pads. 

12. Agripping,raising and turning device comprising 
a pair of opposed arms;a frame;each of Said opposed 
arms being pivotaly mounted on Said frame;a pressure 
pad at one end of each of Said arms; operating means 
betWeen the frame and each of Said arms to move Said 
preSSure pad end of each of the arms toward and away 
from each other; means including a housing pivotaly 
mounted at the end of each arm for rotation on an axis 
parallel to the plane of each preSSure pad;each housing 

? Supporting a rotatable shaft eXtendingin a plane normal 
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to the first mentioned axis; each preSSure pad being 
mounted on a shaft;said housings rotating to maintain 
Said Shafts at the end of each arm co-axial as the arms 
move toward and away from each other,and means for 
adjusting the initial Spacing between Said preSSure pads; 
Said means comprising an adjustable mounting for the 
housing for each preSSure pad,each housing being mov 
able along a line parallel to the axis of each shaft. 
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